INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
moment the cilia then resume their previous action, sweeping
neighbouring water into the mouth.
If the quantity of dye placed in the water is such that
a short reversal of the cilia is not sufficient to clear it away,
further reversals will occur. While if three or four such
reversals are not successful, the animalcula contracts its
stalk, thus retreating into its tube, and waits till the clouds
roll by.
Presently, after half a minute or more, it emerges again,
and its cilia recommence their wave motion. If dye is very
shortly reintroduced into the adjacent water, the former
responses will again be made, first the bending, then the
cilia reversal, and then, when this proves unsuccessful,
the stalk contraction.
So far there is nothing which need, perhaps, be called
learning. This animal has two or three responses to the
presence of obnoxious matter in the surrounding water. One
of them it tries first: and when several efforts with this
response have failed, it carries out the other. The situation
which causes the first response is just the presence of dye in
the water. The situation which causes the other response
is different. It is the presence of dye in the water, plus
the recency of a number of failures to obtain relief.
We must suppose that something of the nature of memory
exists in the animalcula, not in the sense that it consciously
remembers, but in the sense only that some change in its
organism has taken place as a result of these failures to obtain
relief from the carmine dye.
If now the experiment be continued, and dye is every
time introducecl into the neighbourhood as soon as ever the
animal emerges, we find that a kind of learning process goes
on, inasmuch as on each occasion fewer and fewer efforts
are madato sweep the dye away by ciliary movements,
more and still more quickly does the creature take refuge
in its tube, until finally it does so without any preliminary
ciliary reversals at all. After a few more trials a new kind
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